Abstract-The IEEE 802.4 token bus protocol requires each network station to implement a Synchronous (highest priority) message class, and permits a station to implement three lower priority classes: Urgent Asynchronous, Normal Asynchronous, and Time Available. If a station implements the priority option, then the objective is to allocate bandwidth to lower priority frames only after transmission of higher priority frames. Each of the lower three priorities (called access classes) is assigned a target token rotation time (TRT) that limits the amount of time that a station can use to service lower priority traffic. The 802.4 standard does not address how the three Target Rotation Times should be set to achieve any particular priority scheme.
Transmission of each message is nonpreemptive, so once a frame begins transmission it will not be aborted.
If a station implements the lower three priority classes, then the amount and type of service received depends upon the most recent value of the token circulation time. After a station has serviced its Synchronous traffic, then for each lower priority class in turn the station computes the amount of time elapsed since the token was last received by this station at this access Manuscript received September 4, 1987; revised March 30, 1988 class; if that elapsed time is less than the TRT setting of the access class, then the station is allowed to use the residual time (TRT minus the token circulation time) to service that access class. While the 802.4 standard clearly defines the operation of the protocol and the importance of its operational parameters such as the three TRT's, it does not specify default values for the TRT's, nor does it suggest how they should be set. We present an analytic model that calculates the values of the TRT's that will implement a user-defined priority scheme.
A . Definitions
following notation is used:
An active access class at a station is termed a server. The = bus capacity in bits/second
B. Assumptions
In the following section, an analytic expression for the token cycle time of an 802.4 network is derived. The derivation is based on the following assumptions about the characteristics of the network:
1) The protocol management overhead is assumed to be negligible.
2) Stations are permanent members of the logical ring. 3) Each station has traffic at all four access classes.
4)
Message arrivals at each station follow a Poisson process.
5) Messages from all the servers are of constant length 1, bits and take XM seconds for transmission.
6) The token is of length 112 bits for a 10 Mbit/s bus and takes X T seconds for transmission.
7) All Synchronous access-class servers have the same HPTHT setting. 8) Each station has HPTHT set to the maximum allowed value (52.43 ms for a 10 Mbit/s bus), so messages from the Synchronous access class normally are transmitted on the same token cycle as they arrive. TRT,.
C. Service Time
The amount of time available to any server on any token cycle is limited. A station starts transmitting messages when there is residual time in the token-hold-timer. If x is a synchronous server then the average service time of x can be expressed as -
TS,= min (eff (HPTHT), f(Q,+A,))
( 1) where Q, is the average queue length at x and A, is the average number of arrivals at x during a token cycle. If x is an asynchronous server then the average service time of server x can be expressed as
0, for -TCT,? TRT, where TCT,, x E TA, is the average token circulation time at every server at the Time-Available class, Qx is the average queue length at server x, and A, is the average number of arrivals at server x. A derivation of token cycle time and token circulation time is given in [3], [4] . Assuming an average message arrival rate of A, at server x, the number of messages that have arrived while 1) the token is circulating around the ring and 2) x is being served on the ith token cycle is A , , = A,TCT,,,+ AXTSx,,= A,TC,,,.
Hence, the average number of messages that have arrived at any server x, x E ( S , UA, N A , TA), during a token cycle can be expressed as
The time taken to transmit the average number of messages that have arrived at a server x can be expressed as X M A ,~, from (4). As long as the time to transmit all the messages that have arrived is less than or equal to HPTHT (if x is a synchronous server), or less than or equal to (TR Tasy -TCT) if x is an asynchronous server, the average service time at server x can be expressed as
This is true for E 5 HPTHT and E 5 TR Tasy. In the region E I HPTHT it can be assumed that all the messages from the Synchronous access class get transmitted during the same token cycle in which they arrive. Also in the region I TRTasy it can be assumed that all the messages from that access class and from access classes of higher priority that have arrived during a particular token cycle get transmitted during the same token cycle in which they arrive. Hence, Qx can be considered to be negligible. Eliminating Q, from (5) and substituting the value of A , from (4), the average service time can be expressed as
Traffic from each access class gets served in order of priority. The average service time at each of the lower three access classes can increase with an increase in offered load from that access class until the average token cycle time equals the TRT of that access class. Thus, the throughput that results in a token cycle time of TRT for an access class corresponds to the throughput at which maximum possible service can be obtained at that access class.
D. Determining TR T's
If the designer determines that the Time Available access class should receive maximum possible service when network throughput reaches a certain fraction a of network capacity, 0 5 a I 1, then (7) where A, is the mean number of messages transmitted per station per token cycle at a throughput of a , and E, is the average token cycle time at a throughput of a. Solving for A, A,=-.
NjM
From the previous discussion, it follows that the maximum possible service at an access class can be obtained in the region where I TRT,,. Hence, the average number of messages that arrive during the time interval E, (the region where Ea I TRT,,) should equal the mean number of messages transmitted in this time interval, i.e., A,. So
Substituting for A, in (8) we obtain the sum of A s to be aC
Many combinations of access class message arrival rates (the As) will yield the unique sum satisfying the above equation.
Since the token cycle time can be expressed as 
Since the Time Available access class should receive maximum possible service when throughput reaches a , it follows from the discussion of service time in the previous section that the token cycle time at this throughput determines the TRT of the Time Available access class. Solving for eff (TRT,,) = Tern -which is the effective value of the Time Available Target Rotation Time. The effective value of TR T,, may differ from its actual setting because the protocol allows a station to overrun its TRT setting by up to one message transmission time.
As the offered load increases, increasing the network throughput above a , the token cycle time increases beyond the TRT of the Time Available access class. Service to the Time Available access class class is reduced and eventually drops to zero when TCT,, equals TRT,, as given by (2). At this point the traffic from the Time Available access class does not contribute to the network throughput anymore and the load carried by the network is contributed by the upper three classes alone.
If the designer determines that service at the Normal Asynchronous access class should reach a maximum when the network throughput reaches 6 , 0 I Q! < 6 I 1, then where Ab is the mean total number of messages transmitted per station per token cycle at a throughput of 6. Solving for Ab
The mean number of message arrivals during the time interval TC, should equal the mean number of messages transmitted during that time interval, i.e., A,. Hence Substituting for Ap from (16) yields Since service at the Normal Asynchronous access class should be maximized the token cycle time at this carried load determines the TRT of the Normal Asynchronous access class.
Solving for eff (TRT,,) = E ,
which is the effective value of the Normal Asynchronous Target Rotation Time. As before, the effective value of TRT,,, may differ from its set value due to the potential for transmitter overrun.
As the offered load increases, increasing the network throughput beyond 6 , the token cycle time increases beyond the TRT of the Normal Asynchronous access class. Service to the Normal Asynchronous class is reduced and eventually drops to zero when TCT,,, equals TRT,, as given by ( 2 ) . At this point traffic from the Normal Asynchronous access class does not contribute to the network throughput anymore, so the load carried by the network is contributed only by the upper two classes. If a designer determines that the service to the Urgent Asynchronous access class should be maximized when the network throughput is y, where 0 I a < 6 < y I 1, then Using logic similar to the previous discussion, the number of messages transmitted during the time interval E, is NOW solving for eff (TRT,,) = E, which is the effective value of the Urgent Asynchronous Target Rotation Time. Again, the effective value of TRT,,, may differ from its set value due to the possibility of transmitter overrun.
As the offered load increases, increasing the network throughput beyond y, the token cycle time increases beyond the TRT of the Urgent Asynchronous access class. Service to the Urgent Asynchronous class is reduced and finally drops to zero when TCT,, equals or exceeds TRT,, as given by (2).
COMPARISON OF ANALYTIC MODEL TO SIMULATION
In order to verify the analytic predictions, a 32 station network with each station offering service at all four access classes, with identical traffic at all servers of an access class, was simulated using the simulation package reported in variation of different parameters with respect to throughput. The individual message arrival rates at each access class have been varied from one simulation to another to increase the total offered load. Fig. 1 shows that average service time at the Time Available access classincreases until a throughput of about 0.18 (i.e., 18 percent of 10 Mbits/s or 1.8 Mbits/s). As the throughput increases further, the average service time at the Time Available class starts falling and eventually drops to zero. reduced service and messages are suffering higher queueing delays, so the delivery times are increasing exponentially in this region. Fig. 3 shows that the average service time at the Normal Asynchronous access class increases until a throughput of about 0.24. As the throughput increases further, the average service time starts decreasing and drops to zero. Fig. 4 shows that average delivery time is reasonably low until the network throughput reaches 0.24. This indicates that most messages are getting transmitted on the same token cycle in which they arrive.
Above a throughput of 0.24 the token cycle time has exceeded TRT,,, as shown in Fig. 7 . The Normal Asynchronous class is getting reduced service, leading to higher queueing delays, and the delivery times rise exponentially in this region as seen in Fig. 4 . Fig. 5 shows that the average service time at the Urgent Asynchronous access class increases until a throughput of about 0.44. As the throughput increases further, the average service time starts decreasing. Fig. 6 shows that the average delivery time is reasonably low until the network throughput reaches 0.42, indicating that most messages are getting transmitted on the same token cycle as they arrive. Above a throughput of 0.42 the token cycle time has exceeded TRT,, (see Fig. 7 ) and hence the Urgent Asynchronous class is getting reduced service. Messages are suffering higher queueing delays and delivery times rise exponentially in this region, as seen in Fig. 6 .
CONCLUSIONS
The operation of the priority scheme in the IEEE 802.4 token bus protocol is totally dependent upon the choice of the three Target Rotation Times (TRT's) for the lower three priority classes (access classes). Since users may not be properly able to associate priority with token cycle time, we have reformulated the problem in terms of network throughput. In our formulation, the user defines three throughput limits a , B, and y, with 0 I a < 0 < y I 1, such that Time Available traffic will be serviced when network throughput is less than a , Normal Asynchronous will be serviced when throughput is less that 0, and Urgent Asynchronous will be serviced when throughput is less than y . Only the highest priority Synchronous traffic will be serviced when throughput exceeds y. We derived a formula for each access class that computes the setting of the Target Rotation Time that will provide optimum service to that access class until network throughput exceeds the user-defined limit (a, 0, or y); above that limit, service drops rapidly to zero. A comparison to simulation results shows that the analytic model is a useful, accurate, and effective tool for setting the three TRT's. 
